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PLAYING
THE GAME
You are not playing against the Dealer or the other
Players. You are simply trying to get the best possible
poker hand by using your three cards and the two
community cards, which the Dealer will expose.
The winners are paid according to the payout schedule
(pair of tens or better, two pair, etc.).
After looking at their first three (3) cards, the Players
may ask for their first bet back or they may Let it Ride.
The Dealer, after burning his or her bottom card, turns
up one community card. The Player may then ask for
their second bet back or Let It Ride.
The Dealer then turns up the second community card
and in a counterclockwise direction, turns the three (3)
cards of each player face up. After all losing wagers
have been collected, the Dealer pays all winning
hands according to the payout schedule.
Each Player will be required to keep the three (3)
cards in full view of the Dealer at all times. After each
Player has made a decision regarding bet number 2,
each Player’s cards shall be placed face down on
the designated area of the layout, and they may not
touch the cards again.
Regardless of the decision made regarding the first or
second bet, the Player may not take back the third bet
(Players cannot show their hands to other Players).
After placing three equal bets, a Player may add a
dollar to “light up” the bonus spot. That Player is now
automatically entered into a chance for BONUS
payments for a hand of “3 of a Kind” or better.

Must be at least 21 years old to play Slots, Table Games or to receive Seminole
Wild Card benefits. Must be 18 or older to play Bingo and Live Poker. Persons
who have been trespassed or banned by the Seminole Tribe of Florida or those
who have opted into the self-exclusion program are not eligible. If you or
someone you know has a gambling problem, please call 1.888.ADMIT.IT.

